5 Reasons
Why Your Customers Will Love Infusion
INFUSION BY NUWHIRL® IS LIQUID LUXURY

NuWhirl’s technology uses pressurized water to create oxygen-rich microbubbles. The result: hydrotherapy that envelopes and massages your body, offering an incredible experience beyond any ordinary bath.

Help your customers rejuvenate mind and body.

Tell them about Infusion’s benefits.

1 EVERYDAY LIQUID LUXURY
With Infusion, you’re floating in the silky embrace of millions of micro-sized bubbles, surrounded by a pool of continuously-warming water. Take a vacation every day from anxiety, aches, and pains.

2 THE PERFECT TEMPERATURE... ALWAYS
During a normal bath, the water cools, and your body fights to stay warm. Infusion works differently. The bathtub’s temperature increases about 1°F each hour and eliminates the need for adjustments.

3 PROVEN TO SOFTEN SKIN AND IMPROVE HYDRATION
We’ve tested it so that you’ll love it. In third-party laboratory findings, every participant demonstrated increased hydration, and nearly 80% experienced softer skin (an average 10% improvement.)

4 A HOME SPA TREATMENT
Infusion stimulates the skin to promote restfulness and the release of muscle tension. Keep these relaxing effects with you throughout your day.

5 AN EXPERIENCE PEOPLE DON’T WANT TO END
People who tried Infusion in our third-party study had extremely high opinions of the product, and nearly all said they would recommend Infusion to a family member or friend.

Share Infusion’s benefits, and invite customers to learn more at: InfusionMicrobubble.com